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Mountains of Saudi Arabia By  Shazia AbdulMajeed 

Rain* 
The sky is black, the weather, damp and hot. 

Clouds run across in a nervous hurry. 

It isn’t going to rain, the lightning is  

far away. You sit motionless with slightly  

shaking fists, I could calm you down by holding  

them tight. They buried me near home, only  

to hold you back. It’s raining far north, just  

in time for the tender plants, soon their 

roots will reach me. Through a tiny hole:  

a whiff of dried roses, a march of ants,  

the head of a sniffing mongoose visit.  

Last night, a fox dug up this hole, but was  

hurried away by the grave diggers. It  

will comeback. Only you've gone far like the rain.  

Baboons, monkeys sitting on mountain tops  
Mountains never ending 
Huge and hard.  
Age unknown, gracefully and demanding awe there.  

Elegantly there. 
Embedded in the earth so unquestioningly. 

Creation was a mastermind plan. 

A great indisputable plan.  
 

The barreness of the slopes depict the eventual barrenness of existence.   
The eventual loneliness of the aging soul 
The brevity of the return to our Maker and Judge  

 

Who made the mountains?  
Who made the blue sky and adorning white clusters of clouds?  
Who made the light illuminating the sunset clouds? 
The clouds are lamps in the sky at dusk. 
The peaceful quietude relaxing on nerves 
The reassurance that He exists the One who listens and answers and  
The One who is there- The All Hearing and All Seeing. 

*First published on July 24, 2004, in the Literature Page of NEWAGE. 

   This poem won first prize in the poetry category in the Rains Literary Contest  organised by the daily.  
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